Promote safety with
driver monitoring and
fleet-wide reporting

Driver Safety

FOR READY MIX AND BULK MATERIALS TRUCKS

TRANSFORMING THE WAY THE WORLD WORKS

DOVER

PROTECT YOUR DRIVERS
AND REDUCE RISK

Total
Target
80

95

Whether delivering bulk materials or ready mix it can be
difficult to monitor and manage how safe drivers are when
you can’t be with them in the passenger seat for each and
every journey.
Trimble Driver Safety combines in-vehicle hardware with a
range of reports and dashboards about driver behavior to
help managers and drivers to improve safety across the fleet.

Acceleration
Braking
Speeding
Turning

By setting safety parameters and then scoring drivers, you
can identify those drivers who could be putting themselves
and other road users at risk and offer training and advice to
coach them to improve.
Poor driving is also expensive driving; for those drivers over
accelerating or speeding, they are wasting fuel needlessly
and could be damaging the vehicle. The reports provided
by Trimble Driver Safety help you see where a better driving
style needs to be enforced to reduce fuel costs and minimize
the impact on vehicle condition.

SAFE DRIVING REDUCES FUEL
USE AND COMPANY COSTS
Reducing aggressive driving
(speeding, rapid acceleration
and braking) can lower your
fuel use by 33%
*

Benefits
►►

Reduces accidents and improves employee safety out
on the road

►►

Improves public image by promoting a safe
driving culture

►►

Increases fuel savings through improved
driver behavior

►►

Improves productivity through better vehicle uptime

►►

Reduces operational costs by lowering fuel use and
repair bills

►►
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Improves driver compliance using driver-style feedback
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People who drive too
fast cause, or contribute
to over 665,000 or
one-third of accidents
every year on U.S. roads.

**

* The Road Ahead Report: The Future of Field Service Delivery, 2012.
**Traffic Safety Facts, 2011 Data, NHTSA’s National Center for Statistics and Analysis

PROMOTE SAFE
DRIVING BEHAVIORS
Driver Safety leverages the GPS receiver in the in-vehicle
hardware to collect the required data for analysis. Using Fleet
Management capabilities, the extensible Driver Safety solution
allows you to improve your safe-driving practices by:

Features

►►

Providing detailed reports to help the drivers self-correct their
driving and build a culture of safety in the fleet.

►►

Dashboards provide a quick view of overall
driving performance

►►

Enabling driver-specific monitoring of speed, rapid acceleration
and braking through the Driver Scorecard.

►►

Driver scorecards help evaluate specific driving skills
and drivers

►►

Pinpoint vehicle location at a specific time to respond to unsafe
driving complaints and traffic incident claims.

►►

Map displays harsh maneuver event locations

►►

Exception reports capture speeding, maneuvering and
idling events in real time

The overall driver’s score is presented using scorecards,
consoles and reports. By tracking driver performance, managers
can follow specific behavior trends over time and identify areas
where drivers require training.
The Driver Safety reports allow visibility into the driving
performance of individual and team members so they can
become better, safer drivers.

The Executive Console allows you to easily view and compare trends in driving performance across your business.
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Selection
Features

Driver Safety

Vehicle Tracking

Yes

Vehicle Location Update Rate

60-seconds

Over The Air Programming (OTAP)

Yes

On Demand and Scheduled Reports

Yes

Organizational Hierarchy

Yes

Role-based Access Control

Yes

Map View

Yes

Posted Speed Violations

Yes

Driver Safety Scorecards and Consoles

Yes

About Trimble Construction Logistics
Ready mix, aggregates and asphalt delivery fleets of vehicles need solutions that track, schedule, route, communicate and
respond in real time. Trimble offers management solutions that combine real-time GPS tracking, scheduling, dispatch, reporting
and analytics to help you deliver high-quality, on-time service while reducing costs, improving performance and customer
satisfaction. Over 2 million vehicles use Trimble Transportation Technology.
For more information, visit trimble.com/TCL
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